
Kylie ensures that her son takes 2.5 teaspoons of a multivitamin syrup a 

day. What will be his total consumption of the syrup for a week?

To complete a lap in an Olympic-size pool, one should cover 164 feet. If 

Sam swims 4.5 laps, determine the total distance he covered.

Charles is playing with his train set on the patio. He aligns 6 tracks in a 

single line. If each track measures 6.8 inches, what is the total length 

of the tracks?

Randall buys 24 issues of a sports magazine in a year. How much did he 

spend in all if he bought each issue for    4.75?

Frank bought 8 yards of soft cotton !annel fabric to decorate the baby’s 

room. If each yard of the fabric was priced at    4.57, how much did Frank 

spend in total on the purchase? 
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Kylie ensures that her son takes 2.5 teaspoons of a multivitamin syrup a 

day. What will be his total consumption of the syrup for a week?

To complete a lap in an Olympic-size pool, one should cover 164 feet. If 

Sam swims 4.5 laps, determine the total distance he covered.

Charles is playing with his train set on the patio. He aligns 6 tracks in a 

single line. If each track measures 6.8 inches, what is the total length 

of the tracks?

Randall buys 24 issues of a sports magazine in a year. How much did he 

spend in all if he bought each issue for    4.75?

Frank bought 8 yards of soft cotton !annel fabric to decorate the baby’s 

room. If each yard of the fabric was priced at    4.57, how much did Frank 

spend in total on the purchase? 
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